SPECIFICATIONS FOB CEMENT, MORTAR, ETC.
Large and well shaped stones shall be selected for the upstream face of the dam and for the downstream face of the dam below grade 244.5. These stones shall be laid in full beds ot rather wet mortar, care being taken that it fills all spaces. All stones shall be jarred into position and shall not be raised after once being placed, smaller stones, or spauls, maybe embedded in the mortar to fill up large spaces and to prepare the bed for the largest stones. All stones shall be well bonded, one-third being headers extending at least four feet into the wall.
All exposed joints shall be flushed full of mortar and afterwards raked out to a depth of two inches and pointed with neat Portland cement.
The interior portion of the dam shall be laid with large blocks of irregular shaped rubble embedded in concrete; this concrete shall be composed of cement, stone and ballast as above specified, and of proportions to be determined. The outside stones of the dam shall be kept built higher than the inside; concrete shall then be mixed very wet and dumped in a low spot; large stones shall then be lowered as close as practicable together into this soft concrete and allowed to settle to place, care being taken to see that all joints are filled. Light rammers shall be used to joggle the concrete and insure its flowing into all cracks and crevasses and making an absolutely monolithic mass.
No trowel work will be expected or allowed on the interior masonry of the dam.
The stones may be as irregular in dimensions and shape as the quarry can provide, but care shall be taken to secure a good bond and break joints both vertically and horizontally, and good judgment shall be exercised in distributing the larger stones in equal proportion to all- parts, and the longer stones as binders.

